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Delivering Actionable Knowledge

- Developing solutions to improve the driver experience and freight velocity at intermodal terminals and throughout the supply chain.
- Supplying top-notch education through events, relevant webinars, weekly and month publications highlighting motor carrier issues.
- Helping to improve the quality of equipment provided to draymen and reducing overall repairs. Recently produced educational DVIR materials, including a driver-focused video and digital and print products.
- Working with telematics and technology service and product providers to enhance industry solutions and improve velocity and reliability for the entire intermodal network.
- Access to and engagement with industry experts and collaboration opportunities with all industry stakeholders through IANA’s forum.

Building A Unified Community

- Positively influencing intermodal productivity and operating efficiencies for motor carriers through the administration of the UIIA.
- Engaging with other industry stakeholders, in conjunction with IANA’s Committee and Task Forces to work on solutions to resolve critical intermodal industry issues.
- Actively involved in the Employee Driver mandate issue, supporting efforts in California, New Jersey and other states to protect choice and to ensure an informed and unbiased view of the status of drayage truckers is represented.
- Monitoring and providing up-to-date and relevant information on government policy, legislative and regulatory issues for implications to your business.
- Engaging with regulatory agencies such as FMCSA, NHTSA, OSHA, FMC, USTR and Congress to ensure the intermodal voice is properly represented with them. Working on policy issues such as CSA, the DRIVE Safe Act, Younger Driver Pilot Program, Hours of Service and Underride Guards.

Driving Industry Success

- Helping to improve the quality of equipment provided to draymen and reducing overall repairs. Recently produced educational DVIR materials, including a driver-focused video and digital and print products.
- Developing recommended practices for improving the driver’s experience throughout the intermodal transportation network, to include the improvement of driver turn times.
- Published the Tire Marking & Photographic Requirements Supplement to Exhibit C of the UIIA to provide a streamlined method for the evaluation of tire conditions to validate the cause of the failure and determine the responsible party.
- Published recommended practices for reducing the probability of wheel separations.
- Published an Intermodal Terminal Drayman Safety handbook.